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The following pages include directions for how to read the Levelt and van der Vijver paper, as 
well as an explanation of the theory they assume. The paper compares the order in which chil-
dren learn to pronounce different kinds of syllables to the kinds of syllables that exist in different 
languages. The authors propose that a particular kind of grammar can describe both the set of 
possible adult languages (in terms of their syllable structure) and also, basically, the order in 
which children learn to say different syllable structures. 
 
This is a badly written paper! But the authors’ results are extremely interesting.  
 
In approaching this paper, please do the following: 
 

Read the following short description of Optimality Theory grammars, which are discussed in 
this paper. 
 
Read section 4 of the paper, which describes children’s behavior. Spend some time working 
on understanding this data (but don’t worry about Guttman scales). 
 
Skim the introduction to the paper, and think about what general questions the authors are 
trying to address. Then skim section 2. 
 
If you decide to go on, skip the last 3 paragraphs on page 10 and the first 2, plus example (7), 
on page 11. Also skip the second and third paragraphs on page 13. And the diagram on the 
final page of this file may be more useful than (3), (4), and (8). 
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A brief introduction to Optimality Theory 
  (for Levelt and van der Vijver, Syllable types in cross-linguistic and developmental grammars) 
 
In one dialect of Berber, the word for grapes is pronounced [ptkdvrai]. This isn’t a possible word 
of English. If we wanted to borrow this word into English, perhaps as a name for a particular 
kind of Moroccan grapes, it might be pronounced [pә.tә.kә.dә.vrai].1 This is because there are 
some constraints on English words – like “don’t have huge onsets” – which are more important 
than other (still relatively important) priorities, like pronouncing words faithfully – that is, pro-
nouncing them exactly as we hear (or, in this case, read) them.  
 
  One way of expressing the difference between English (where huge onsets aren’t toler-
ated) and Berber (where they are) is by saying that these two languages rank priorities differ-
ently. Let’s use NOHUGEONSETS and PRONOUNCEFAITHFULLY as shorthand names for these two 
competing priorities, which we call ‘constraints’. In English, NOHUGEONSETS is more important 
than PRONOUNCEFAITHFULLY. We can also say that NOHUGEONSETS outranks, or dominates, 
PRONOUNCEFAITHFULLY; (1) is an even shorter way of expressing this part of the English gram-
mar. 
 
(1)  English: NOHUGEONSETS  »  PRONOUNCEFAITHFULLY   
     (“»” = “dominates” or “outranks”) 
 

This constraint ranking can be paraphrased as, “It’s more important to avoid 
huge onsets than to pronounce words faithfully.” 

 
  In Berber, on the other hand, the priorities are reversed. It is more important to pronounce 
[ptkdvrai] faithfully than it is to avoid that huge onset. So we know that the constraint ranking is 
reversed: PRONOUNCEFAITHFULLY dominates NOHUGEONSETS, as in (2). 
 
(2)  Berber:  PRONOUNCEFAITHFULLY  »  NOHUGEONSETS 
 

“It’s more important to pronounce words faithfully than to avoid huge onsets.” 
 
  Constraints like NOHUGEONSETS are called structural constraints, because they are re-
strictions on structures like onsets and codas. Some more structural constraints are listed in (3); 
these are discussed by Levelt and van der Vijver. These structural constraints represent the re-
strictions that languages are known to impose on syllables. 
 
(3)  Structural constraints 
 

ONSET     ‘Each syllable must have an onset.’ 
NOCODA    ‘No syllable may have a coda.’ 
NOCOMPLEXONSET ‘No syllable may have more than one consonant in an onset.’ 
NOCOMPLEXCODA ‘No syllable may have more than one consonant in a coda.’ 
 

                                                
1 Other possible English pronunciations include [pat.kә.dә.vray], or the shorter [pә.vray] or some such. 
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  In Optimality Theory, grammars are systems of ranked constraints. The differences be-
tween languages are differences in how their constraints are ranked. Each of these structural con-
straints conflicts with the constraint PRONOUNCEFAITHFULLY (‘FAITH’ for short). Each language 
decides whether each of these structural constraints is more or less important than FAITH. If a 
structural constraint is more important than FAITH, it dominates FAITH, and so is obeyed. If it is 
less important than FAITH, it is dominated by FAITH, and so is violated. In (4), the differences 
between languages with different syllable structures (as seen in class) are characterized in this 
way. 
 
Hua: All syllables are CV.   

 
ONSET is ALWAYS obeyed (all syllables have onsets).    ONSET   »  FAITH 
NOCODA is ALWAYS obeyed (no syllables have codas).   NOCODA   »  FAITH 
NOCOMPLEXONSET is ALWAYS obeyed.    NOCOMPLEXONSET  »  FAITH 
NOCOMPLEXCODA is ALWAYS obeyed.     NOCOMPLEXCODA  »  FAITH 

 
Hua grammar: ONSET, NOCODA, NOCOMPLEXONSET, NOCOMPLEXCODA » FAITH 
 

“It is more important to have onsets, avoid codas, avoid complex onsets, and avoid 
complex codas than it is to pronounce words faithfully.” 

 
 
English: Syllables are (C)(C)V(C)(C).   

 
ONSET is NOT ALWAYS obeyed (not all syllables have onsets). FAITH  »  ONSET 
NOCODA is NOT ALWAYS obeyed (some syllables have codas).    FAITH  »  NOCODA 
NOCOMPLEXONSET is NOT ALWAYS obeyed.    FAITH » NOCOMPLEXONSET 
NOCOMPLEXCODA is NOT ALWAYS obeyed.    FAITH » NOCOMPLEXCODA 

 
English grammar: FAITH » ONSET, NOCODA, NOCOMPLEXONSET, NOCOMPLEXCODA 
 

“It is more important to pronounce words faithfully than it is to have onsets, avoid 
codas, avoid complex onsets, or avoid complex codas.” 

 
 
Mokilese: Syllables are (C)V(C). 

 
ONSET is NOT ALWAYS obeyed (not all syllables have onsets). FAITH  »  ONSET 
NOCODA is NOT ALWAYS obeyed (some syllables have codas).    FAITH  »  NOCODA 
NOCOMPLEXONSET is ALWAYS obeyed.     NOCOMPLEXONSET » FAITH 
NOCOMPLEXCODA is ALWAYS obeyed.      NOCOMPLEXCODA » FAITH 

 
Mokilese grammar: NOCOMPLEXONSET, NOCOMPLEXCODA » FAITH » ONSET, NOCODA 

 
“It is more important to avoid complex onsets and avoid complex codas than it is to 
pronounce words faithfully. But it is also more important to pronounce words faith-
fully than it is to have onsets or avoid codas.” 
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  In OT, when a child “acquires a grammar” or “acquires a (constraint) ranking”, they fig-
ure out what the priorities are in the language they’re learning. Babies all tend to start out pro-
nouncing very simple CV syllables (“babababa”, “mama”, etc.). This shows that they all start out 
with grammars like the Hua grammar, where all of the structural constraints dominate FAITH. In 
order to learn the adult grammar of a language like English or Mokilese, the child must adjust the 
rankings of the constraints.  
 
  One assumption that Levelt and van der Vijver make is that the child can make only one 
change at a time to its grammar. That is, it can reverse the ranking of only one pair of constraints 
at a time. If a child is trying to learn English (or Dutch, which has the same syllable structures), it 
must make four changes: FAITH must come to outrank each of the four structural constraints. 
Given that only one change can happen at a time, the child must first choose one structural con-
straint which it promotes to above FAITH, then another, then another, and so on.  
 
  The order in which the child promotes constraints to above FAITH is reflected in the order 
of new syllable shapes which it learns to pronounce. All children start out pronouncing only CV 
syllables; the next kind of syllables they learn is CVC. The grammar which allows only CV and 
CVC syllables is as in (4); as Levelt and van der Vijver observe, this is also the grammar of the 
adult language Thargari.  
 
(4)  CV(C)  ONSET, NOCOMPLEXONSET, NOCOMPLEXCODA  »  NOCODA (= Thargari) 
 
The authors are addressing 3 main questions:  
 

(i) Can differences in the stages of language acquisition and differences between adult lan-
guages be captured in the same basic way?  

 
(ii) Is every stage that a child goes through the same as an adult language? If not, why not? 

(we’ll ignore their discussion of the “why not?” part)  
 
(iii) Is the attested order of childrens’ stages the only logically possible order? If not, why not, 

and what determines the order in which children learn new syllable shapes?  
  
As you read, and as we discuss the paper, try to understand their answers to each of these. 
 
 
 
 
 
Regarding the chart on the following page: 
 

Pay attention to this only if you find it helpful. It’s intended as a summary of diagrams (3), 
(4), and (8), which I find confusing. But you’re not required to understand those diagrams, 
either. 
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Gi G2 G3 G4 G5 

     
   Totonac (C)CV(C)(C) 

O ≫ F ≫ NC,NCO,NCC 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

  Klamath CV(C)(C) 
O,NCO ≫ C ≫ NC,NCC 

  

   Finnish (C)V(C)(C) 
NCO ≫ O,NC,NCC 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

     
   Spanish (C)(C)V(C) 

NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCO 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

 Thargari CV(C) 
O,NCO,NCC ≫ F ≫ NC 

Sedang (C)CV(C) 
O,NCC ≫ F ≫ NC,NCO 

  

   Totonac (C)CV(C)(C) 

O ≫ F ≫ NC,NCO,NCC 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

     
   Spanish (C)(C)V(C) 

NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCO 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

  Mokilese (C)V(C) 
NCO,NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC 

  

   Finnish (C)V(C)(C) 

NCO ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCC 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

     
  Mazateco (C)(C)V 

NC,NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NCO 

Spanish (C)(C)V(C) 
NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCO 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

     
Hua CV 
O,NC,NCO,NCC ≫ F 

Cayuvava (C)V 
NC,NCO,NCC ≫ F ≫ O 

 Spanish (C)(C)V(C) 
NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCO 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

  Mokilese (C)V(C) 
NCO,NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC 

  

   Finnish (C)V(C)(C) 
NCO ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCC 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

     
  Mazateco (C)(C)V 

NC,NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NCO 

Spanish (C)(C)V(C) 
NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCO 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

     
 Arabela (C)CV 

O,NC,NCC ≫ F ≫ NCO 
 Spanish (C)(C)V(C) 

NCC ≫ F ≫ O,NC,NCO 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 

  Sedang (C)CV(C) 
O,NCC ≫ F ≫ NC,NCO 

  

   Totonac (C)CV(C)(C) 

O ≫ F ≫ NC,NCO,NCC 

Dutch (C)(C)V(C)(C) 

F ≫ O,NC,NCO,NCC 
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